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Magnetic–acoustic biphysical invisible coats
for underwater objects
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Abstract
Magnetic fields and acoustic waves are the two fundamental measures to perceive underwater objects, which,
however, have never been simultaneously handled before. In this work, we propose and demonstrate a biphysical
submillimeter-thick metamaterial coat that can simultaneously make underwater objects invisible to both magnetic
fields and acoustic waves. The conformal coat is a subtle integration of an open-cavity acoustic absorber made of a
dissipative acoustic metasurface (AMS) and a bilayer magnetic cloak. Experimentally, a magnetic cloaking effect with a
field disturbance ratio of <0.5% is obtained over a broad-frequency range (10–250 kHz), and the compound
metamaterial coat can strongly attenuate ultrasonic waves with a near-unity absorptivity. The magnetic subcoat can
be freely combined with various AMS layers to achieve a wideband acoustic stealth effect for different spectral
regimes. This work may open up a new way to build multifunctional devices for various waterborne applications.

Introduction
Invisible cloaking is one of the representative advance-

ments of modern electromagnetics research associated
with the development of metamaterials1–5. To date, var-
ious techniques have been developed to improve the
feasibility of electromagnetic (EM) cloaking devices6–10.
The same conception has also been broadly extended to
other physical systems controlled by different partial dif-
ferential equations11–14. However, from the perspective of
practice, it is still a rather challenging task to implement a
cloaking device for EM or other waves, primarily limited
by the complexity of material fabrication. Fortunately, the
difficulty will be greatly reduced when we consider low-
frequency applications where electric and magnetic fields
are effectively uncoupled. In 2012, Gömöry et al.
demonstrated a direct current (d.c.) magnetic cloak using

a superconductor–ferromagnetic (SC–FM) bilayer struc-
ture under the application of the static Laplace equation15.
Later, different groups largely developed this technique,
extending it to the quasi-static regime, so that magnetic
cloaks could work at room temperature without a SC for
both static and dynamic frequencies16–20. Potential
applications may be broadly envisioned, as magnetic fields
are widely involved in various technologies and instru-
ments. One of the possible scenarios is for waterborne
applications, where generally, magnetic fields and acoustic
waves are regarded as the two fundamental measures to
deliver signals or perceive objects. While acoustic cloaks
have also been similarly proposed using coordinate
transformation21,22, it is very hard to implement this kind
of inhomogeneous anisotropic device. Great efforts by
engineering either anisotropic mass density23–27 or, more
recently, anisotropic modulus28, have been made to prove
this novel acoustic function. Even complex devices made
of mechanical pentamode metamaterials have been built
for elastic waves whose equation does not satisfy the
general coordinate transformation invariance29. Like the
EM counterpart, however, these advanced acoustic devi-
ces are still far from practice when considering their
structure complexity, thickness, and bandwidth. However,
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in practice, a thin absorber is equally important and
highly desired for stealth technology based on the mea-
surement of returning loss30. This consideration is valid
for a far-field, single-station wave characterization sys-
tem, but not suitable for a near-field system, including
the magnetic field probe. There are some works about
dual-physics metasurfaces that can manipulate electro-
magnetic and acoustic waves simultaneously31,32. How-
ever, magnetic–acoustic biphysical invisible coats for
underwater objects have not been explored before.
In this work, we propose and demonstrate a biphysical

metamaterial invisible coat that can simultaneously deal
with the detection of both magnetic field and acoustic
waves for underwater objects. For this purpose, the
magnetic invisible cloak and the acoustic stealth func-
tional structure are compatibly merged together within a
single compact design. Returning to the early idea of
circuit analog absorbers (CAAs) for EM waves33,34, we
design an ultrathin acoustic impedance-matched broad-
band absorber (Fig. 1) consisting of a resonant AMS, a
sound spacing layer, and a rigid bottom ground, with a
deep discussion on the absorption characteristics that
were not fully uncovered before35–37. One of our major
contributions is to design a high-permeability elastic FM
spacing layer so that its combination with the inner rigid
metallic ground can give rise to a desired bilayer magnetic
invisible cloaking effect. It is also revealed that when the
FM and AMS layers are thin enough, i.e., transparent for

each other in their specific responses, their relative posi-
tions in the compound metamaterial can be alternated,
which offers more freedom to build biphysical coats for
different wave bands. These expectations have been well
confirmed from the experimental measurements. The
ultrathin bifunctional protecting coat developed here may
find key applications not only for military purposes but
also for civilian uses, for example, as partially evidenced,
to control the magnetic and ultrasonic disturbances of
implanted metallic objects in medical scanning.

Materials and methods
Simulation for the magnetic cloak
The commercial software COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS

5.4 is used to optimize and calculate the magnetic field
scattered by the bilayer magnetic cloak. In the simula-
tions, we chose the 2D model to simulate the response of
the infinite bilayer cylinder. The electric conductivity of
the brass (C28000) ground layer with a radius r1 of 11 mm
was set as 1.62 × 107 S. The relative permeability of the
ferromagnetic layer with a thickness tFM (tFM= r2 – r1)
was set as (μrr, μθθ, μzz) in the cylindrical system, where
μrr= 1 and μθθ= μzz= μ. We utilized COMSOL with the
MATLAB module to optimize the permeability μFM for
different tFM values (relative to the radius ratio r2/r1=
1+ d/r1) with the initial starting point calculated by the
theoretical solution for the condition with the ideal
superconductor ground shell μFM ¼ ðr22 þ r21Þ=ðr22 � r21Þ15.
The object function was defined as

o μFM; tFMð Þ ¼ jηH μFM; t2; f ¼ 250 kHzð Þ � ð�0:005Þj

Here, we try to optimize μFM to minimize the difference
between the relative change at 250 kHz (which is the
upper measure limit of our lock-in amplifier) and −0.5%,
which will extend the working bandwidth of the cloak as
broadly as possible.

Simulation for the acoustic absorber
Considering the working band of our acoustic mea-

surement system, we optimized the center frequency of
the acoustic absorber to ~100 kHz (the actual value is
105 kHz). The diameter D, height H, and period p of the
air cylinder holes are 0.15, 0.15, and 2.3 mm, respectively.
To prevent the air holes from being filled by the water,
another thin PDMS layer was added below the bubble
metasurface. Here, the distance between the air matrix
and the upper boundary of the PDMS h= 255 μm. The
thickness of the whole PDMS t1= 1.05 mm. In the
acoustic simulations, the thickness of the FM layer is fixed
at tFM= 0.13 mm. With this small tFM, we find that the
existence of the FM layer is marginal to the acoustic
response with varying density and mechanical properties.
The Acoustic-Solid Interaction and Frequency Domain

Fig. 1 Schematic of the magnetic–acoustic biphysical invisible
coat. It consists of three core layers: inner ground, middle FM layer,
and outer AMS. The invisible region for hidden objects is indicated by
the white blank (radius r0). The whole device is immersed in water. The
incident longitudinal acoustic waves (blue grids) will be strongly
absorbed with zero side scattering, thus rendering an acoustic stealth
effect, while the magnetic force line (black) will move around the
device and restore its directions outside with zero disturbance, thus
realizing a magnetic invisible cloak effect.
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modules in COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS were used to
simulate the acoustic absorber. The plane-wave radiation
boundary condition was used in the water, and the low-
reflecting boundary condition was used in the brass to
mimic an infinite extended space with Floquet periodic
side boundaries. The parameters of the PDMS were set
according to ref. 35 (density ρ= 970 kg/m3, shear modulus
μ= 0.6 + 0.7 fMPa with the acoustic frequency f in MHz,
and impedance Z= 1 MRayl). We utilized water, liquid,
and UNS C28000 in the Material Library of COMSOL to
simulate the water and brass, where the Poisson ratio of
the brass was set as 0.362.

Sample fabrication
The magnetic cloak is first fabricated by rolling a 0.13-

mm-thick soft magnetic sheet around a brass (C28000)
cylinder with a diameter of 22 mm and length of 50 mm.
The FM sheet is a mixture composed of the PDMS matrix
randomly embedded with plate-shaped hydroxyl iron
nanoparticles. The flat iron nanoparticles are aligned by a
bias magnetic field during the solidification of PDMS to
achieve a large in-plane permeability. The volume ratio is
a variable used to tune the permeability of the composite.
To obtain the qualitative permeability value, we roll the
film into a cigarette-shaped core (diameter 5 mm and
length 34 mm). A pair of Helmholtz coils (diameter
33 cm, spacing 11 cm, and turns 30) driven by the internal
oscillator of a lock-in amplifier (Signal Recovery 7270,
AMETEK Inc., Santiago, CA, USA) is built. The axis
component of the oscillating magnetic field in the center
of the Helmholtz coils is inductively measured by a ring
prober (diameter 9 mm) made of 16-turn copper wire
loops connected to the lock-in amplifier at 1–250 kHz.
The permeability spectrum is obtained from the com-
parison of the induced complex signals with and without
the FM core. The acoustic absorber is successively rea-
lized by covering the magnetic coat with a soft AMS. An
SU-8 mold has been used to make the AMS with a
standard UV lithography process. First, the photoresist
SU-8 2075 is spin-coated at a rotation speed of 1600 rpm
for 30 s on a 4-inch silicon wafer and baked at 65 °C for
5 min and 95 °C for 30min on a hot plate. Then, the resist
is exposed to UV light and baked at 65 °C for 5 min and
95 °C for 12 min. Finally, propylene glycol methyl ether
acetone (PGMEA) is used as the developer. An ultrasonic
agitator is used to increase the developing speed. The
thickness of the SU-8 structure is determined by a pro-
filer. The diameter and period of the posts are measured
by a microscope. The PDMS polymer (SYLGARD 184
Silicone Elastomer Base and Curing Agent mixed with a
10:1 mass ratio, Dow Corning Corp., Midland, MI, USA)
is placed in the vacuum-drying oven for 2 h for debub-
bling. Then, the mixture is directly poured on the SU-8
mold and allowed to stand for 5 min in air to form a thick

PDMS film (~1mm). Next, the film is baked at 85 °C for
20min and peeled off the mold. Then, we fabricate
another thin PDMS film to encapsulate the thick PDMS
film. The upper layer of PDMS is spin-coated on a 4-in
silicon wafer to form an ~50-μm-thick PDMS film (spin-
coated at 1000 rpm for 1 min). Next, the film is baked at
85 °C for 10 min. The preprocessed thick PDMS film is
bonded with the upper PDMS layer. Then, the whole part
is baked at 85 °C for 1.5 h and peeled off the wafer. During
the experiment, water may enter the gap between the
AMS and the FM layer, which will help to reduce the
boundary acoustic reflection.

Measurement for magnetic cloaking
To evaluate the performance of the device, we adopt the

relative change of the measured voltage ηV ¼ VSj j�jV0j
jV0j ,

where |VS| and |V0| are the measured voltages with and
without the sample, respectively. To perform the experi-
ment, we prepare a pair of Helmholtz coils (diameter=
33 cm and height= 1.8 cm) sourced by a signal generator
(Stanford DS345, Stanford Research Systems Inc., Sun-
nyvale, CA, USA) and immerse them in a water tank
(50 × 50 × 20 cm3) (Fig. 4c). The local field is scanned by a
small Helmholtz coil connected to the lock-in amplifier,
which is driven by a programmed step motor. In the
second experiment, we use a commercial handheld metal
scanner (Tianxun 1001B, Tianxun Electronic Equipment
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) to examine the actual per-
formance of the magnetic cloak at an operating frequency
of 25 kHz. The alarm (“beep” sound and flash) will be
triggered if the scanner perceives a metallic object. The
induced signal is output using an oscilloscope (Agilent
DSO1022A, Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara,
CA, USA).

Measurement for acoustic stealth
The water immersion experiments are carried out in

reflection mode, and the setup consists of a transducer, a
pulser, and a digital storage oscilloscope. A round PZT
transducer (Panametrics V1011, Olympus Scientific
Solutions Americas Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) with a
central frequency of 100 kHz is used as shown in Fig. 5a–c
to generate the normally incident plane wave, and is
placed at a distance of 150mm from the sample to
operate in the far field. In the experiment, a ten-cycle
Hann-windowed tone-burst signal at 100 kHz is generated
with an output voltage of 300 V and a repetition frequency
of 25 Hz. To measure the response, as shown in Fig. 6c,
another PZT transducer (VA1C11325, Doppler Electronic
Technologies Co., Ltd., Guangzhou, China) with a central
frequency of 1MHz is used, which is fed by a pulse signal
with a central frequency of 1MHz and a –6-dB bandwidth
of 0.4MHz at an output voltage of 150 V and a pulse
repetition of 100 Hz. The pulser (RAM-5000, Ritec Inc.,
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Warwick, RI, USA) is responsible for the emission of the
ultrasonic signals to excite the transducer. The ultrasonic
waves reflected from the sample are then received by the
same transducer and routed to the digital oscilloscope
(Lecroy HDO6054, Teledyne Technologies Inc., Thou-
sand Oaks, CA, USA) for AD conversion via a diplexer
(RDX-6, Ritec Inc., Warwick, RI, USA). RDX-6 is a
broadband (0.25–45MHz) passive device that separates
the high-voltage emission signal and low-voltage ultra-
sonic signal. The time-trace signals are sampled with a
sampling frequency of 10MHz and averaged 500 times to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio. These signals are stored
in the oscilloscope and sent to a PC for further analysis.
From the time-domain signals, we obtain the reflection
spectrum via Fourier transform. The reflectivity is the
result of dividing the signals with and without the
metamaterial coat.

Results
Sample design and simulation
For the simplicity of implementation, we choose a two-

dimensional (2D) bifunctional structure with a cylindrical
invisible inner cavity (see Fig. 1). The overall principle of
the same discussions could be applied to the three-
dimensional (3D) case as well18,19. For practical purposes,
the composite coat should be flexible, and the thickness
should be controlled to be as small as possible. To meet
these requirements, as mentioned above, we adopt a
multilayer stacking design to manipulate both acoustic
waves (i.e., CAA35) and magnetic fields (i.e., bilayer
coat15), which are subtly merged together according to
their working algorithms. In previous works19,20, we have
shown that the combination of an FM layer and a dia-
magnetic metallic (screening) core could give rise to a
dynamic magnetic cloaking effect. As shown in Fig. 2a,
this bilayer magnetic cloak can work in a broad-frequency
range from a few to hundreds of kilohertz, depending on
the conductivity σ of the metal used19 and the choice of
permeability μFM for the FM shell. Here, the relative
change ηH is defined by the change ratio of the local
magnetic field with (Hs) and without (H0) a sample, i.e.,
ηH ¼ ð HSj j � H0j jÞ= H0j j, and a magnetic cloaking beha-
vior is claimed if |ηH| < 0.5% (the shaded region in Fig. 2a).
At lower frequencies, such as f < 1 kHz, the ohmic loss will
greatly increase and degrade the desired diamagnetic
property of the metal shell. This problem may be com-
pensated by an active current boundary, as we showed
quite recently20. As a purely passive approach, this type of
bilayer cloak will have lower and upper cutoff frequencies
fL and fU, respectively. In principle, fU could be designed
to be orders of magnitude larger than fL. In this work, fU is
fixed at 250 kHz in order to match the maximum mea-
surement frequency of our lock-in amplifier. In our
biphysical hiding coat design, according to the algorithm,

a smaller thickness tFM for the FM layer is highly desired.
Physically, the bilayer structure with an ultrathin FM layer
could help to reduce all the terms of the magnetic
response higher than the dipole38. A thin FM layer is also
a prerequisite for the compact design of acoustic com-
ponents. Figure 2b shows that the desired permeability for
the FM layer swiftly increases as its thickness becomes a
fractional number of the inner metallic core. For example,
at r1= 11mm and r2= 1.012 r1= 11.13 mm (i.e., tFM=
0.13 mm), the theoretical μFM is 85.25 according to the
formula μFM ¼ ðr22 þ r21Þ=ðr22 � r21Þ15. From zero to radio
frequencies, such large values are available, for example,
using soft ferrite or Fe-based particle–polymer compo-
sites. Note that the analytical permeability is derived on
the assumption of a perfectly conductive metallic core,
and in reality, it needs to be modified, such as by using a
numerical method19. As shown in Fig. 2b, the modifica-
tion is obvious at a small tFM where the bandwidth is
increased accordingly. Figure 2c depicts one snapshot of
the simulated field response of a magnetic cloak sample
with a total bilayer thickness of 0.63 mm at 25 kHz. There
is nearly no disturbance for the external field, while a large
hiding cavity with almost zero magnetic field is obtained
inside. The ratio of the sample thickness to the radius of
the cloaking region is 0.06, a value hardly achievable by
any wave cloak3,25,39. Such a thin magnetic component is
vital for the successive design of the acoustic absorber.
The skin depth associated with the eddy current loss plays
a decisive role in the operating band. The dynamic mag-
netic field profile (see Supplementary Movie 1) shows that
the sample would cloak all phases of the a.c. cycle of the
magnetic field. As shown in Fig. 2d, the upper bound fU or
bandwidth will drop dramatically when the inner metallic
shell is thinner than 0.5 mm, which thus becomes a
boundary value for the device design. The curve also
indicates that a thicker inner shell will not help much to
reduce the lower-frequency bound fL due to the ohmic
loss.
The acoustic stealth property, as shown in Fig. 3a, is

achieved initially by stacking an AMS on top of the
magnetic cloak. The AMS is made of a layer of air bubbles
in the soft polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (density ρ=
970 kg/m3, shear modulus μ= 0.6 + 0.7 fMPa with the
acoustic frequency f in MHz, and impedance Z= 1
MRayl35,40). The bubble cavities will exhibit Minnaert

resonance at angular frequencies ω0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

ð3βg þ 4μÞ=ρ=a
q

,

where βg is the bulk modulus of the air and a is the radius
of the bubble39,41. The resonant AMS will lead to a high-
impedance-like π-phase shift for the reflected wave, which
will balance out the other portion with a 0-phase shift
directly reflected back from the rigid brass ground below,
thus mimicking a classic EM circuit analogy absorber33.
Note that in the mechanical simulation, the FM layer has
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Fig. 2 Design of the magnetic cloak. a The relative change ηH of the magnetic field as a function of frequency for the sample with r0= 0, r1=
11 mm, r2= 11.13 mm, and μFM= 82.5 at (0, r3+ 6 mm). The shaded gray area corresponds to the region where |ηH| < 0.5%, which is defined by a
lower (fL) and an upper (fU) boundary frequency. b The desired permeability for the FM layer (thickness tFM= r2 – r1) and the bandwidth as a function
of the ratio r2/r1 with a fixed upper bound frequency fU= 250 kHz. The solid lines are analytically calculated, and the symbols denote numerically
optimized results. c The simulated magnetic field at one phase moment for the sample with the parameters r0= 10.5 mm, r1= 11 mm, r2/r1= 1.012,
and μFM= 82.5 at 25 kHz. The arrows represent the direction of local magnetic fields, and the amplitude is denoted by the colors. d The dependences
of bound frequencies and bandwidth on the thickness t0 of the inner metal shell.

Fig. 3 Design of the acoustic absorber. a Schematic of the biphysical invisible coat design. From top to bottom, it consists of an AMS layer, FM
layer, and rigid brass ground layer. The AMS layer is made of a PDMS elastic sheet periodically doped with air-hole cavities. b The reflectivity (R),
transmissivity (T), and absorptivity (A) spectra of an optimized absorber with parameters D= H= 150 μm, p= 2.3 mm, d= 255 μm, and t1= 1.05 mm.
The solid lines denote the analytical results, and the symbols denote the simulation results. The inset draws the acoustic displacement in PDMS, and
pressure in water and air cavity patterns at normal incidence. c The same scattering parameters for the sample as a function of the incident angle at
100 kHz. d–f The angle- and frequency-dependent scattering parameters R, T, and A for the same sample.
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been assumed to be one part of the acoustic spacer as in
the experiment, so we will use the PDMS matrix with Fe-
particle inclusions to fabricate it. The calculations indicate
that a moderate change in its mechanical parameters will
slightly affect the acoustic absorption performance due to
the small thickness (tFM < 0.2 mm). In the absorber, visc-
osity will be the primary dissipative damping factor for
our absorber. The distance between the air bubbles will be
a key factor in tuning the near-field coupling and the
absorptivity. This type of absorber can be made thin and
broadband. Although brass in water used here is not an
ideal rigid ground as is the case in air, it can still be
regarded as a good reflector35,42, in particular compared
with the PDMS and FM layers, which have an impedance
similar to that with water. The existence of the
submillimeter-thick FM layer will only slightly affect the
resonance and then the absorption characteristics of the
acoustic absorber at our first frequencies of interest of
~100 kHz (14.8 mm in wavelength). Figure 3b plots the
numerical reflectivity (R), transmissivity (T), and absorp-
tivity (A) curves of a sample under normal longitudinal
wave incidence. Here, R+ T+A= 1. The parameters for
the cylindrical air cavities are height H= 150 μm, dia-
meter D= 150 μm, period p= 2.3 mm, and distance to
the ground d= 255 μm. The numerical computation by
the finite-element method is very time consuming due to
the excitation of shear waves and the near-field coupling
among the bubbles. For an AMS made of bubbles with a
near-unity aspect ratio H/D in a soft elastomer (μ <
10MPa), Leroy et al. previously found that a semi-
analytical formula could be used to describe its scattering
properties by approximating a spherical cavity with dia-
meter a= (3D2H/16)1/3 39,43. Here, we found that a revi-
sion factor of 1.13 for D would make the approximation
nearly perfect in order to match the analytical results
(dotted lines) with the simulated results (solid lines). The
details are addressed in the “Materials and methods”
section. As shown in Fig. 3b, a strong absorption peak
with A= 0.96 is achieved at ~100 kHz, and the bandwidth
with A > 80% is ~30 kHz. Figure 3c plots the scattering
coefficients as a function of the incident angle θ for the
same sample at 100 kHz, which indicates good absorption
up to 32°. This absorber can protect metallic objects from
the detection of a general single-station measurement
system. The angular performance is primarily determined
by the coupling efficiency (inversely proportional to θ) of
the incident wave with the elastic resonance mode, as
shown in the inset of Fig. 3c, which has a symmetric
displacement distribution along the normal irrespective of
θ. The scattering properties at various frequencies are
depicted in Fig. 3d–f. Similarly, the dynamic pressure field
and displacement profiles (see Supplementary Movie 2)
indicate that the sample would absorb all phases of the a.c.
cycle of the acoustic wave. It is clear that the designed

absorber has certain broadband and wide-angle response
capabilities. The transmittance is rather small. As we shall
discuss later, the bandwidth can be further enhanced by
introducing multiple resonance modes. To demonstrate
this concept, we will implement a simple structure with a
single-sized cavity.

Sample fabrication
The sample includes magnetic and acoustic parts, which

are separately manufactured and merged together later.
To have an ultrasmall thickness, the FM layer should
possess very large permeability while remaining insulating
and mechanically soft. To meet these requirements, we
use plate-shaped hydroxyl iron nanoparticles as magnetic
inclusions, and mix them with PDMS in a mold. The
composite is solidified in a magnetic field in order to align
the particles and maximize the in-plane permeability. The
magnetic properties can be optimized by tuning the
volume ratio of the particle inclusions to the matrix. From
the in-plane and out-of-plane hysteresis loops (see Sup-
plementary Fig. S1a), we see that the fabricated FM sheet
has a large magnetic anisotropy with small coercivities (~
few Oster). Figure 4a shows the real and imaginary per-
meability spectra of the fabricated FM sheet measured by
an induction method using a Helmholtz coil circuit and a
lock-in amplifier (see Supplementary Fig. S1b). The real
permeability is ~82 from 0 to 250 kHz, and the imaginary
part is close to zero. The inset gives a microscopic optical
picture of the FM sheet, indicating the clustering of flat
flakes, and thus explains the high-permeability values. The
measured resistivity is above 106Ω cm. With this FM
composite, we design a bilayer magnetic cloak with tFM=
0.13 mm and r1= 11 mm. The biphysical invisible coat
(Fig. 4b) is then realized by covering the magnetic cloak
with a submillimeter-thick AMS made of air-holed
PDMS. The inset in the AMS picture gives a micro-
scopic optical image of one cylindrical air bubble. The
fabrication process is described in the Materials and
methods section.

Magnetic measurement
The magnetic cloaking effect is then characterized in a

pair of custom-made Helmholtz coils that are placed in a
water tank (Fig. 4c). Figure 4d shows the measured
amplitude and phase disturbances of the magnetic field of
the sample (FM sheet-covered brass cylinder) and the
reference (naked brass cylinder) at a fixed near point (0,
r3+ 6mm). The measured results (symbols) are in good
agreement with the numerical predictions (solid lines).
Our sample exhibits good magnetic cloaking behavior
from 10 to 200 kHz, where |ηH| < 0.5%, and the phase
variation is <1°. Figure 4e shows the amplitude and phase
disturbances scanned along the line parallel to the x axis
at y= r3+ 6mm at 25 kHz. Different from the strong
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signals induced by the reference, our sample gives rise to
much weaker disturbances to the probing field. Here,
using a 0.13-mm-thick FM coat, the maximum field dis-
turbance ratio of a 22-mm-thick brass cylinder is greatly
suppressed by more than two orders of magnitude and
five times in phase. To expose the practical potential, we
use a common handheld commercial metal scanner to
check the EM response of these two samples, which are
placed inside a water tank (Fig. 4f). The reference will
trigger the alarm with a “beep” sound, while the bilayer
coat could apparently trick the prober without sounding
an alarm when scanned at a close distance (see Supple-
mentary Movie 3). Connecting the output of the prober to
an oscilloscope, we can clearly see the difference of the
induced signals when it scans over the reference (upper)
and the sample (lower) (Fig. 4f). Therefore, the magnetic
cloaking performance and its practical potential are
experimentally verified by our ultrathin bilayer coat.

Acoustic measurement
The acoustic stealth measurement setup (Fig. 5a) is

described in detail in the Materials and methods section.
Here, we examine the acoustic stealth property of two
samples, i.e., the compound metamaterial sheets covering
a brass plate (Sample 1) and the compound metamaterial
sheets covering a brass cylinder (Sample 2). As shown in
Fig. 5a, the acoustic experiment is conducted in a water
tank and operated in reflection mode with an ultrasonic
system, which consists of a transducer, a pulser, and a
digital storage oscilloscope under the control of a com-
puter. The nominal central frequency of the transducer is
100 kHz, and therefore, the distance between the trans-
ducer and sample is set to 150 mm to ensure a far-field
measurement. The ultrasonic waves reflected from both
the sample (RS) and the tank wall (RW) are recorded. As
shown in Fig. 5b, the acoustic absorber can greatly reduce
the reflection of the ultrasonic wave from a rigid plate

Fig. 4 Samples and measurement of magnetic cloaking behavior. a The measured real and imaginary permeability spectra of the 0.13-mm-thick
FM sheet. The inset presents a microscopic optical image of the sample. b Pictures of the fabricated AMS layer and the sample (the assembled
biphysical compound coat covering a brass cylinder). The inset in the AMS picture presents a microscopic optical image of one air bubble with a
diameter of 130 μm. c Schematic of the measurement setup in a water tank. The probe will scan along the x axis with a minimum distance of 6 mm
to the sample. d The measured relative change (top panel: magnitude; bottom panel: phase) of the magnetic field at (0, r3+ 6 mm) caused by the
sample and the reference as a function of operation frequency. The solid lines are simulated results, and the symbols are measured results. The
reference is a bare brass cylinder without the biphysical coat. e The same measurement but carried out as a function of spatial location along the line
(x, r3+ 6 mm) at 25 kHz. The gray region in d, e corresponds to the area |ηH| < 0.5%. The error bars for magnitude are 0.2% and 0.1° for phase. f
Schematic of the near-field detection for the sample and reference using a handheld metal scanner (top panel) and the output signals of the scanner
via an oscilloscope for reference and sample (bottom panel). The result for the reference is offset upward by 4 V.
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(sample 1), with a nearly zero reflection in the back-and-
forth traveling process. Note that a round transducer with
a diameter of 38 mm is used here, which means that a
spherical wave rather than a planar wave is excited. The
measured result confirms the wide angular working per-
formance of our AMS-based acoustic absorber, as theo-
retically predicted in Fig. 3c. The stealth function of our
ultrathin acoustic absorber is then experimentally verified.
When the same coat covers a brass cylinder (Sample 2), as
shown in Fig. 5c, the acoustic returning loss from the
cylinder is also largely reduced at an average reflectivity of
~50%. The result basically agrees with the expectations
derived from the angular absorption properties of the flat
acoustic absorber. The side scattering from the edges of
the cylinder would make reflections. However, consider-
ing the practical scenario where the probing distance is
usually kilometers away, the side scattering for a single-
station detection system may not be as serious, as the
absorber is mostly explored for normal incidence. On the
other hand, there will be techniques to broaden the
angular response just like their EM counterparts44–46.

Discussion
The multilayer ultrathin design proposed herein allows

the optimization of the magnetic and acoustic properties
individually, and more importantly, offers the freedom to
integrate more functional substructures. For example, an
active and acoustically transparent current boundary may
be introduced, so that the magnetic cloak could cover a
broader-frequency range, particularly for f < 1 kHz20. For
the acoustic part, we measured the acoustic stealth
property at frequencies close to ~100 kHz. The bandwidth

could be improved by engineering the bubble shapes or
their arrangement, for example, by an AMS consisting of a
compound unit cell that has multiple fundamental reso-
nances (see Supplementary Fig. S2a, b). In principle, the
angular absorption property could also be improved with
a gradient impedance design, such as an acoustic omni-
directional perfect absorber made of spatially dispersed
Kramer–Kronig media47 or acoustic “blackhole”48–50. Like
the EM designs, the AMS design could be proportionally
rescaled so that the working-frequency band may be
redshifted to kilohertz or lower frequencies for anti-sonar
detection, or blueshifted to the ultrasonic spectrum for
medical usage. For the latter, the combination with a
magnetic cloak will vastly broaden the functionality, for
example, enabling background field scattering to be
controlled in nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
imaging.
Last, it is necessary to emphasize that the relative

position of the magnetic and acoustic layers in the
biphysical coat is not fixed, and can be switched if both
layers are thin enough, i.e., transparent to facilitate each
other’s properties, which is particularly helpful for high-
frequency applications. To demonstrate this point, as
shown in Fig. 6a, we fabricate another sample consisting
of brass ground, AMS, and FM layers from bottom to top.
This experiment is also intentionally designed to inspect
the application potential of the magnetic–acoustic dual-
invisible coat for medical science by selecting MHz
ultrasonic frequencies. After numerical optimization, the
parameters for the air cavities in the AMS that we obtain
are height H= 36 μm, diameter D= 20 μm, period p=
210 μm, and distance to the ground d= 60 μm. The

Fig. 5 Measurement of the acoustic stealth property at 100 kHz. a Schematic of the experimental setup for acoustic measurement in a water
tank. A transducer will launch longitudinal acoustic waves and receive the reflected waves. The distance from the transducer to the sample is set to
150mm. The operation frequency is 100 kHz, depending on the choice of emitter. The inset presents pictures of two samples: Sample 1—plate (left)
and Sample 2—cylinder (right). b, c The measured time-trace ultrasonic signal for the plate and cylinder sample, respectively, with (red) and without
the absorber (black). RS and RW represent the reflections from the sample and tank wall, respectively, as indicated in a.
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thicknesses of the AMS and FM layers are t1= 290 μm
and t2= 130 μm, respectively (i.e., the total thickness of
the biphysical coat is 0.42 mm). As shown in Fig. 6b, this
sample numerically has a broadband acoustic absorption
from 0.52 to 1.67MHz, contributed by the two funda-
mental resonance modes (inset in Fig. 6b) occurring at
0.78 and 1.42MHz, respectively, arising from the aniso-
tropic shape (D ≠ H) of the bubble cavity. The sample also
has wide angular response properties (see Supplementary
Fig. S3c–f). Figure 6c gives the measured reflectance
spectra for a plate and a cylinder sample. The FM sheet
and the brass cylinder have the same parameters as those
used in the above experiment, which is reasonable
because the ultrathin AMS could be practically neglected
in the quasi-static approximation. For the plate sample,
experimentally, we obtain a minimum reflectance (R→ 0)
at 1.26MHz and R < 20% at 0.58–2MHz. A similar
broadband performance is achieved for the cylinder
sample. It is understood that the acoustic absorber will
behave well at long probing distances when we compare
the results with those shown in Fig. 5b, c. The measure-
ment indicates that our sample has good magnetic
cloaking behavior from 12.5 to 200 kHz, where |ηH| <
0.5% (Fig. 6d) (the bandwidth is slightly scarified

compared with that shown in Fig. 5c), and the phase
variation is less than 1° (see Supplementary Fig. S4a, b).
The maximum near-field field disturbance ratio for the
22-mm-thick brass cylinder is reduced by more than two
orders of magnitude and 5 times in phase at the designed
band (see Supplementary Fig. S4c, d). Therefore, it can be
concluded that the ultrathin FM sheet can be robustly
assembled with the properly designed AMS layer to
induce biphysical invisible effects for various acoustic
spectrum regimes.
In conclusion, we have proposed and demonstrated an

artificial biphysical protecting ultrathin coat that can
simultaneously deal with the detection of magnetic fields
and acoustic waves for underwater objects. In principle,
the compound design algorithm could be extended to
render a 3D biphysical coat. For the future, the acoustic
stealth performance could be further enhanced by graded
AMS designs, which are particularly important for objects
with irregular topologies. It is also possible to pattern the
FM sheet with holes in order to make a single-layer
magnetic–acoustic biphysical invisible coat. Regarding the
applications, in addition to military purposes, we can
imagine that this magnetic–acoustic bifunctional thin
coat may find important uses in medical fields, for

Fig. 6 Biphysical invisible coat operating at ultrasonic frequencies. a Schematic of the magnetic–acoustic dual-invisible coat. From top to
bottom, it consists of an FM layer, an AMS layer, and a rigid brass ground. The AMS layer is made of a PDMS elastic sheet periodically doped with air-
hole cavities. b The reflectance, transmittance, and absorbance spectra of the biphysical coat designed by the parameters H= 36 μm, D= 20 μm,
p= 210 μm, d= 60 μm, t1= 290 μm, and t2= 130 μm. The inset draws the acoustic displacement in PDMS and pressure in the cavity at resonance
frequencies of 0.78 and 1.42MHz, respectively. c The measured reflectance spectra of the plate and cylinder samples. The solid lines are measured, and
the dashed line is numerically calculated. The spectra are obtained from the Fourier transform of the measured time-domain pulse signal. d The
measured relative change in the magnetic field at the point (0, r3+ 6mm) caused by the sample and the reference as a function of the operating
frequency. The inset presents pictures of these two samples.
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example, to reduce magnetic and acoustic disturbances of
implemented intrusions in a medical scan. Following the
same idea, other functionalities or multiphysical systems
may also be envisioned for waterborne science or
technologies.
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